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DIGEST

Firm that provided ser-.i ^e-- The Air Force in the absence
of a written amendmer-.: e:x-:ending the grant that had funded
the services for the prev:::; 4 years may be paid on a
quantum meruit basis where -:.e servnces in fact conferred a
benefit directly on :r.e agency, notwithstanding that they
previously had been przev:Jed through a grant arrangement,
and all other elements : sucport auantum meruit relief are
present.

DECISION

The Latin American Management Association (LAMA) has filed a
claim for $91,780, plus interest and attorneys' fees, for
work performed between August 1, 1990, and December 12,
1990, in connection with an Air Force contract. LAMA had
been providing the services as a grantee for 4 years, and
continued to provide- them for the period in question even
though the grant had not been renewed. We allow LAMA's
claim in the amount of $81,365.21.

LAMA's services were to assist McDonnell Douglas in meeting
small and disadvantaged business (SDB) subcontracting goals
in McDonnell Douglas's contract to provide the C-17
Airlifter aircraft. There goals had been imposed in
furtherance of the Deparrtmnent of Defense's (DOD) efforts to
meet its statutory goal of 5' SDB participation in DOD
contracts. The Air Force funded LAMA's services on a yearly
basis beginning in mid-1986, pursuant to an inter-agency
agreement with the Departm:nent of Commerce's Minority
Business Development Agency (MBDA), which administered the
grant. MBDA issued LAMA a 1-year Financial Assistance Award
effective July 1, 1986, and each year after that the IL
government secured the continuation of services by issuing
LAMA an amendment to the oriainal Award.

In July 1990, the Air Force agreed to provide $250,000 to
MBDA for LAMA to continue assisting McDonnell Douglas for
the 12-month period beginning August 1, and then transferred
the funds to MBDA for obligation through a new amendment.
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However.¼ because of :r.cerr.s at: MIA ab:-t Its participation
in the project--we understand that M-BCA ''35 Cconerned that
it was using its own funds t: am1r.:s-er a Prt70ect that was
directly benefitting tOwe Air V:r-e--z iamexriment was ever
issued, LAMA nevertheless C n;,;ei t:z crzvide services
until December 12, WO'I, when U wiS- aat'.seJ by XMA that no
funds were available f~r the *3:<trs:n (:e03use the Air
Force's $250,000 had e:F rac :-:r -c':,a:::n 3t the end of
the 1990 fiscal year).

LAMA contends that during the summer and early fall of 1990,
it was repeatedly assured by N1BDA officialst that the
amendment and funding wou:i ce forthc.omirng shortly, and to
continue performance. Both the Air Force and MIBDA advise
that LAMA's work conferred a substantial benefit on the Air
Force, and they maintain that the firm should be paid for
its efforts. MBDA, hc.ever, notes that Air Force funds
should be used since the Air Force received the benefit; the
Air Force agrees, but points out that the funds it had
designated for the pr::ect have e:<pired.

Although a grantee chat czntinues work ifter the grant
expires generally is no: entitled to ant further funding, we
agree that LAMA should be paid, by the Air Force on a
quantum meruit basis, ir these circumstances.

The fact that a firm ices nct have a written agreement with
the government to provide services and to be paid for them
does not necessarily mean that if the firm provides the
services it will not be oaid. If the government would
receive a windfall should the services not be reimbursed,
our Office will authorize payment under the equitable theory
of quantum meruit, under which the law implies a promise to
pay whatever the services are reasonably worth. See McGraw-
Hill Information Systems Co., B-210808, may 24, 1981.
Before doing so, we must make a threshold determination that
the goods or services would have been a permissible
procurement had the formal procedures been followed, Next,
we must find that (1) the government received and accepted a
benefit, (2) the company acted in good faith, and (3) the
amount claimed represents the reasonable value of the
benefit received.

The principle of quantum meruit thus implies a contract to
pay for a benefit received. Whereas the purpose of a
"contract" is to provide a direct benefit to the government,
31 U.S.C 5 6303, the purpose of a "grant" is to transfer
something of value to the recipient tio carry out a public

MThe record does not suggest that the Air Force, which
already had transferred the funding, had any reason to
believe an amendment would not timely be issued.
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purpose of support cr stcmulatcian abhrizel by law, 31
U,S.C0, 5 6304. Thus, a measurable :angib.e, direct,
berefit, as traditionally underst.:ca in tne Quantum meruit
context, generally is not ;:crsnerei tZ accrue to the
government by a grantee's et:rts., - P Otp, Gen 162
(1971). As a genera: matter, :r.en, wher. a grantee continues
working even th-uah the gran-l 'ras e:-:p ired, it is not
entitled to any adttil: :n3l mzney rr 4rn the g:vernmenc,

In our view, however, tre relatinrship between LAI"A and the
government from August I rhr:ugh December 12, 1990 (and for
the preceding period as well) supports a finding that the
firin conferred a direct benefic on the Air Force, even
though the services had been funded though the grant
mechanism.

Public Law 99-661, the ttsza year 1187 National Defense
Authorization Act, established for DOD a 5 percent goal for
contract awards to S:Hs. in furtherance of that mandate,
the Air Force incluice a requirement in the McDonnell
Douglas prime contrac-t -:at the firm subcontract with SDB's
to the greatest e::cez: o ssible. See Federal Acquisition
Regulation § 52.219-3. LAMA's Job was to furnish strategic
marketing efforts chat wo1.1d lead to increased SDB
contracting under the 0-17 project. For example, LAMA was
to identify the areas of greatest potential for SDB
subcontracting and highly competent potential
subcontractors; secure their involvement in the program;
and, overall, to strive to reach 5 percent SDB
subcontracting over t: e C-17's production life cycle.

Both the Air Force and M9>DA view LAMA's efforts as directly
benefitting not just McDonnell Douglas in meeting the prime
contract's subcontracting goal, but the Air Force in
fulfilling DOD's statutory mandate for SDB participation.
We see no reason to question that view in these
circumstances, In fact, as indicated above, MBDA ended the
inter-agency agreement in 1990 because it determined that it
should not be involved in administering an arrangement that
benefitted the Air Force directly. Moreover, we understand
that since February 1991, the Air Force has actually been
funding LAMA's efforts through a contract with the firm. We
think that clearly confirms that the services LAMA provided
for the period in issue essentially were contractual in
nature, and of direct benefit to the Air Force.

As to the other elements of quantum meruit, we have no
reason to believe that LAMA's services cannot properly be
procured, or that the firm acted in bad faith. We note,
however, there is a dispute over the reasonable value of the
services provided. LANA claims $91,780, which represents a
Pro rata portion (August 1, 1990, to December 12, 1990) of
the $250,000 yearly project amount, plus interest and
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attorneyst' fees, MBIA argues that -he proper total payable
(by the Air Force) is the amount. r.": Lce' by LAMA during
that period, $81,865.21.

We agree with XBDA, First, AnA :s er.tlted to be paid
based only on the work p a.i:: perrormere, not based cn
the money the gover,.rrent hab <.a':abe for the work, The
record shows that :.-e gcverrumeren raz been funding LANA's
services based on unv-:ices suctmt:ed, and we see no reason
why that basis shculd be char.uez tfzr thOne period in issue,

Second, we are aware zf no basis t? pay LAMA interest on the
claim, It is well-established that interest is not
recoverable against the United States unless it is expressly
authorized by statute or agreement. 65 Comp. Gen. 598
(1986). Neither is involved here.

Finally, attorneys' fees are not payable since our
settlement of a claim is not an "adversary adjudication"
under the Equal Access to Justice Act, 5 U.S.C. 5 504, which
permits the payment of attorneys' fees in certain
circumstances. 68 Comp. Sen. 269 (1989); Ex-Cell Fiber
Supply, Inc., 62 Comp. Gen. 86 (1982), 42-2 CPD ¶ 529.

In sum, we authorize payment by the Air Force to LAMA in the
amount of $81,865.21. As a bona fide need of the period in
which the services were rendered, the payment should be
charged against Air Force funds that were available for
obligation at that time. See McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Co., suora.

JKN LAL/A'

Anttng Comptroller General
of the United States
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